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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Due to the brittle nature of ceramics, their mechanical prop-
erties are rarely measured using typical tensile tests em-
ployed for metals. Historically, the flexural strength, or the 
transverse rupture strength (TRS), of ceramics has been com-
monly determined using 3-  and 4- point bend tests which uses 
3 × 4 × 45 mm rectangular bend bars per ASTM standard 
C1161- 13.1 However, it is difficult to perform a comprehen-
sive statistical analysis of TRS data using bend bar techniques 
due to difficulties in producing samples with the required 

geometries and dimensions using traditional powder metal-
lurgy techniques. In addition, extraneous flaws introduced 
along the edges during the fabrication of the bend bars often 
become the origin of fracture.2 In contrast, the equibiaxial 
flexural strength test also referred to as a TRS test, requires a 
simple right cylindrical test specimen. Additionally, 3-  and 4- 
point bend tests only provide information about the mechani-
cal properties of ceramic materials under uniaxial loading.2 It 
is important to use other methods to evaluate the mechanical 
properties under multiaxial loading states to obtain a more 
accurate rupture strength, particularly for specimens loaded 
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Abstract
The validation of a ball- on- ring, equibiaxial flexural strength method to obtain the 
transverse rupture strength (TRS) of right cylindrical ceramic specimens was per-
formed in this study. Validation of the test method was achieved using commer-
cially available engineered high purity alumina disks and finite element (FE) model 
analysis. The validated fixture was then used to obtain the TRS and Weibull statisti-
cal analysis of MgO- partially stabilized zirconia (MSZ) and Y2O3- partially stabi-
lized zirconia (YSZ) ceramic disks. TRS data for alumina, MSZ, and YSZ agreed 
with the TRS values reported in the literature. A statistically relevant number of 
samples (N > 30) for each material were tested to allow for a Weibull statistical 
analysis. Weibull parameters for these materials were within the expected values 
for engineered ceramics. The characteristic strength for alumina, MSZ, and YSZ 
were determined to be 289, 786, and 814 MPa, respectively. The Weibull modulus 
was determined between 10 and 25 for each material, which is typical of engineered 
ceramics. In addition, FE model results were in close agreement with experimental 
fracture values for the three ceramic materials tested in this study.
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in nonuniaxial states during service. Unlike 3-  and 4- point 
flexural strength tests, TRS tests measure mechanical prop-
erties in a biaxial stress state, which can better predict the 
behavior of ceramic parts during operation.2

The TRS test offers significant advantages over the bend 
bar techniques, namely, fabrication costs and time can be 
significantly reduced, and extraneous flaws can be avoided 
due to the lack of required machining of TRS test specimens. 
The simple right cylindrical geometry allows for rapid fab-
rication of test specimens used to obtain the sample size 
(N > 30) required to develop a statistically relevant descrip-
tion of the mechanical behavior of ceramic materials (N < 30 
does not allow a distinction between Weibull, Gaussian or 
other similar distribution functions).3 Additionally, the TRS 
test method provides reduced friction during testing and the 
quality of the edges does not influence the measurement.2 
Two disadvantages of this test method are the reduced vol-
ume being tested and the assumptions used to calculate the 
contact radius between the test sample and the loading ball as 
determined by the sample thickness and loading ball radius. 
The advantages of TRS tests seem to outweigh the disadvan-
tages, and while some of the flexure data are available, sev-
eral common ceramic materials are lacking, specifically for 
the ball- on- ring method. Furthermore, in the literature, few 
studies using bend bar techniques or biaxial tests have com-
pleted the necessary sample tests for the rigorous statistics 
needed to obtain Weibull parameters. This study focuses on 
the qualification of a ball- on- ring TRS test fixture for obtain-
ing rupture strength data using alumina as a benchmark mate-
rial and comparing results with a finite element (FE) model. 
The ball- on- ring TRS test fixture can then be used to obtain 
fracture strength data for magnesia stabilized zirconia (MSZ) 
and yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) to generate a statistically 
relevant volume of fracture data to perform a Weibull statis-
tical analysis.

2 |  TESTING THEORY

2.1 | Equibiaxial flexural test

Common equibiaxial flexural strength tests include ring- on- 
ring, piston- on- 3- balls or the ball- on- ring methods, all of 
which work to reduce friction during testing.4 Several studies 
3- 5 have used Equation 1 to calculate the transverse stress (σ) 
and obtain the TRS of ceramics:

where t is the specimen thickness, F is the applied force, 
and A is a dimensionless factor that depends on the geome-
try of the specimen and loading ball, the ring diameter, and 

the Poisson's ratio of the loading ball and test materials. The 
factor A is calculated using Equation 2 for a ball- on- 3 balls or 
ball- on- ring test:

where �S is the Poisson's ratio of the test material, a is the radius 
of the support ring, R is the radius of the test specimen, and b 
is the contact radius of the loading ball. The contact radius of 
the loading ball b can be calculated using an equivalent radius 
through Equation 3:

which can be reduced to −b =
t

3.5- 7

2.2 | Weibull statistics theory

The fracture of brittle materials does not follow the same 
trend as metallic materials. Instead, cracks typically initi-
ate from flaws in the material and the strength of the ma-
terials is dependent on the size of the largest critical flaw 
in each specimen.3 The statistical behavior of brittle ma-
terials indicates that the probability of failure increases 
with increasing load and with larger sample volumes.8 The 
fracture analysis of these types of materials requires under-
standing the behavior of many cracks which are assumed to 
be stochastically distributed in the material. The TRS of a 
brittle ceramic material cannot be described using a single 
stress value. Hence, a probability function must be used to 
quantify the characteristic strength and probability of fail-
ure or reliability. One common method of analyzing the 
statistical fracture of ceramics is the Weibull distribution 
of the probability of failure. Describing fracture behavior 
using Weibull statistics assumes that (a) the structure must 
fail if one single flaw becomes critical and (b) large flaws 
do not interact.8

The classical relationship for the probability of failure (Pf) 
using two parameter Weibull statistics is shown in Equation 4:

where �f  is the fracture strength, �0 is the characteristic strength, 
and m is the Weibull modulus. The Weibull parameters �0 and 
m can then be determined by plotting the equation in the form 
of a line, y = m × x + b.9 The characteristic strength is defined 
as the stress value at which 63.2% of all samples fail and the 
Weibull modulus provides information about fracture data scat-
ter of the samples.10 The larger the Weibull modulus the less 
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variation in fracture stress and the higher the degree of homo-
geneity between samples. However, if fracture data does not 
follow a straight line, the classical two parameter Weibull dis-
tribution does not accurately characterize sample reliability.11 
In this case, it is best to analyze the data set using a curve fitting 
software to determine the most appropriate statistical distribu-
tion (ie, mixed, Weibull, three parameter Weibull, Gaussian, 
exponential, etc.).

3 |  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1 | Specimen preparation

Commercially purchased ceramic materials of 99.8% pure 
alumina (CoorsTek Inc.), 3  mol% Y2O3- partially stabi-
lized zirconia (YSZ) (Ortech Inc.), and MgO- partially 
stabilized zirconia (MSZ) (Ortech Inc.), were purchased 
in the form of right cylindrical rods with a diameter of 
15.9 mm. From these rods, test specimens were cut close 
to 1.5  mm in height (Figure  1) using a low- speed saw 
with a low concentration diamond blade and a propylene 
glycol cutting fluid. The flat faces of the specimens were 
ground parallel to approximately 1.5 mm in height using 
an UltraPrep 45 μm diamond disc (Buehler) and then fine- 
tuned to 1.5  ±  0.02  mm in height using 180 grit silicon 
carbide paper (Figure 1). This method allowed for greater 
control of the sample preparation as the diamond discs 
ground through the material at a faster rate than the 180 
grit silicon carbide paper. Sample height was measured 
using a micrometer with five perimeter and three center 
measurements, which were averaged to produce the height 
value used in the TRS calculations.

3.2 | Specimen characterization

Samples were characterized using several methods, includ-
ing X- ray diffraction (XRD) (Rigaku Miniflex, 600) to ob-
tain the phase of the material, nondispersive infrared (NDIR) 
spectroscopy using an oxygen analysis instrument (LECO, 
ON836), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi, 
S- 3400N) to obtain microstructure and fracture surface im-
ages in addition to a chemical analysis using energy disper-
sive X- ray spectroscopy (EDS).

Samples were pulverized using a percussion mill and 
doped with a small amount of a silicon standard (NIST SRM 
640d) prior to performing powder XRD. Un- doped powder 
of each sample type was weighed out and combusted in a 
nickel capsule and graphite crucible to obtain the amount 
of oxygen in each material using NDIR spectroscopy. Each 
sample type was polished to 0.5 μm and a thermal etch was 
performed to obtain grain boundary relief for grain size and 
a chemical analysis using SEM and EDS. Thermally etched 
samples and fracture surfaces of tested samples were carbon 
coated prior to imaging and chemical analysis.

3.3 | Transverse rupture strength tests

This study uses a ball- on- ring TRS test fixture as shown in 
Figure 2. The fixture consists of a base with a ring diameter 
of 13 mm, set screws to center the sample, a punch with an 
imbedded loading ball, and a punch alignment sleeve. The 
imbedded loading ball is made of tungsten carbide while the 
rest of the fixture is made of a high strength CPM 10V tool 
steel.

The applied load was generated using an 810 series ma-
terials test system (MTS) mechanical test frame. The MTS 
TestSuite software recorded the applied load and the dis-
placement at a rate of 4 Hz. The generated force data are used 
to calculate transverse stress using Equations 1 and 2 above. 
The maximum calculated stress values were recorded as the 
TRS for each sample.

3.4 | Finite element analysis

Numerical simulations were performed using the COMSOL 
Multiphysics software with an implicit static method. All 
interacting elements in this simulation were produced 
in COMSOL and chosen as deformable bodies. A two- 
dimensional axisymmetric model was generated by assuming 
a linear isotropic elasticity, described through Hooke's gener-
alized law, and considering the geometrical axisymmetry of 
the test apparatus, material properties, and loading conditions. 
Making these simplifications enables a greater mesh control 
and higher accuracy while reducing computational costs and 
time. Figure 3 represents the geometry of the axisymmetric 
model used in this study. Table  1 summarizes the material 

F I G U R E  1  Macro images of A, 
commercially purchased ceramic rods 
and B, the faces of the specimens after 
preparation for TRS testing in order from 
left to right: MSZ, alumina, and YSZ
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properties of the test specimens and loading ball that are used 
as input parameters in the FE model to evaluate the TRS fix-
ture and are also used in the experimental calculations.

Ceramic samples, supporting fixture, and the ball- loading 
sphere were considered as isotropic linear elastic materials 
defined by the Hooke's generalized elasticity law. The contact 
between the loading ball, the sample, and the support ring 

was specified via a surface- to- surface discretization system 
considering frictionless conditions. This assumes a tangential 
response and a penalty method as a constraint enforcement 
method for the normal behavior. The support ring was fixed, 
while the loading ball was constrained to move only in the z- 
direction to elicit a response between the contacting elements 
of the ball- on- ring test.21 A rectangular mesh of 0.1 mm for 
the loading- ball and support- ring were used, while a mapped 
mesh of 0.04 mm was used for the sample, which yields 8220 
elements and 48  730 degrees of freedom. Finally, the FE 
model used the experimental load at fracture, which is used 
in Equations 1 and 2 for determining TRS, to calculate the 
TRS for samples of each material.

4 |  RESULTS

4.1 | Specimen characterization

4.1.1 | Chemical analysis

The compositions of the samples were analyzed using EDS 
and NDIR spectroscopy. NDIR was used to determine the 
concentration of oxygen, in wt%, of each sample type. EDS 
was used to determine if any major impurities were present 
in each sample (ie, Mg, Zr, Al, etc.). Accordingly, EDS did 
not detect any impurities in the alumina, although a small 
amount of hafnium (0.4- 0.5 at %) was detected in both the 

F I G U R E  2  Cross section schematic 
of the ball- on- ring TRS test fixture for right 
cylindrical samples

F I G U R E  3  FE model geometry 
of the TRS test with the axisymmetric 
simplification

T A B L E  1  Material property parameters used in FE model

Loading Ball12
Material 
Properties YSZ13- 17

Material 
Properties

The radius of 
the loading 
ball

1.5 mm Density 6.08 g/cm3

Density 15.7 g/cm3 Archimedes 
density 
(measured)

5.99 g/cm3

Elastic modulus 600 GPa Elastic modulus 210 GPa

Poisson's ratio 0.22 Poisson's ratio 0.23

Alumina18,19 MSZ20

Density 3.92 g/cm3 Density 5.72 g/cm3

Archimedes 
density 
(measured)

3.90 g/cm3 Archimedes 
density 
(measured)

5.74 g/cm3

Elastic modulus 370 GPa Elastic modulus 200 GPa

Poisson's ratio 0.22 Poisson's ratio 0.23
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MSZ and YSZ. For each sample, the mass fraction of each 
element (determined using EDS) and the mass fraction of 
oxygen (determined using NDIR spectroscopy) were con-
verted to the atomic percent of each constituent element as-
suming stoichiometric concentrations of zirconia, as shown 
in Table 2. Sample analysis indicates there is <2 wt% excess 
oxygen in the MSZ and YSZ samples. Finally, sample phases 
were verified using powder XRD, as shown in Figure 4. An 
HfO2 phase was observed in both the MSZ and YSZ samples.

4.1.2 | Microstructural analysis

Scanning electron microscopy was used to obtain images 
of the alumina, MSZ, and YSZ microstructure to measure 
average grain size, as shown in Figure  5. Archimedes and 
geometric density measurements for these materials were re-
corded in Table 3. Grain size measurements were performed 

on thermally etched samples using ASTM standard E112- 13 
for alumina and ASTM standard E112- 12 for MSZ and YSZ; 
grain size measurements are also recorded in Table 3.

4.2 | Transverse rupture strength tests

The TRS values found in this study, using the ball- on- ring 
fixture, agree with those found in literature for MSZ and 
YSZ, as shown in Table 4. The lower end TRS values for 
alumina are about 36 MPa below the range found in the lit-
erature search performed. The TRS values in the literature, 
reported in Table 4, were obtained using the 3- point bend and 
piston- on- 3 balls TRS test methods. Most of the studies did 
not report specific material characteristics (ie, density, micro-
structure, etc.). TRS values can span a wide range, depending 
on the density, microstructure, composition, sample prepara-
tion, and flaw size distribution. The characteristic strength 

F I G U R E  4  Powder XRD patterns 
for alumina, MSZ, and YSZ confirm the 
phase of the test specimens and shows small 
amounts of HfO2 in the MSZ and YSZ 
samples. EDS chemical analysis detected 
the presence of hafnium for the MSZ and 
YSZ samples

T A B L E  2  NDIR and EDS results 
verify sample composition for alumina, 
MSZ, and YSZ. Small amounts of hafnium 
(0.4- 0.5 at %) were detected in the MSZ and 
YSZ samples

NDIR EDS

Material O at% Element at% Element at% Composition

Alumina 52 ± 4.3 38 ± 1.6 (Al) – Al2O3

MSZ 67 ± 0.3 30 ± 2.0 (Zr) 3.4 ± 0.6 (Mg) 10 mol% MgO- ZrO2

YSZ 69 ± 2.2 30 ± 0.5 (Zr) 1.4 ± 0.5 (Y) 2.5 mol% Y2O3- ZrO2

Note: Relative error is presented as a standard deviation from the average value.
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for the alumina samples is within the TRS range reported in 
the literature while the lowest recorded TRS value is slightly 
below the reported TRS range. Figure 6 shows macro images 
of typical fractured samples for MSZ, alumina, and YSZ. The 

samples fractured into two to five pieces, with the majority 
(>75%) of them breaking into three to four pieces. Figure 7 
shows a representative stress vs displacement curve for alu-
mina, MSZ, and YSZ.

4.3 | Fractography

Figure 8 shows SEM images of the fracture surface for alu-
mina, MSZ, and YSZ that give some indication of the frac-
ture mode for each sample type. The alumina samples have 
a trimodal microstructure that appears to impact the fracture 
mode. In the MSZ samples, transgranular failure was ob-
served in the SEM images. High- magnification images of 
YSZ reveal an intergranular fracture mode.

F I G U R E  5  SEM micrographs of microstructure for thermally etched A, alumina, B, MSZ, and C, YSZ test specimens. Specimens have a 
grain size of 5.6- 63.5 μm (trimodal), 35 μm, and 0.7- 1.9 μm (bimodal), respectively

T A B L E  4  TRS values found in the literature (using 3- point bend 
and piston- on- 3 balls tests) and determined in this study for alumina, 
MSZ, and YSZ

Material

TRS Reported 
in Literature 
(MPa) Reference

TRS Range 
Determined through 
This Study (MPa)

Alumina 266- 550 10,18,22,23 230- 328

MSZ 400- 900 24- 27 611- 893

YSZ 320- 1240 28- 31 595- 936

T A B L E  3  Density and grain size 
measurements for alumina, MSZ, and YSZ

Material

Density

Grain Size 
(μm)

Grain 
Size Mode

Reference 
(g/cm3)

Archimedes 
(±2% TD)

Geometric 
(±2%TD)

Alumina 3.9218 99 97 5.6, 11.2, 63.5 trimodal

MSZ 5.7520 99 97 35 unimodal

YSZ 6.0817 98 94 0.7, 1.9 bimodal
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4.4 | Statistical analysis

Weibull statistics were used to evaluate the characteristic 
strength and Weibull modulus of all three ceramic specimen 
types using the Reliasoft Weibull++ software32 to plot and 
curve fit the data. Weibull parameters for alumina and MSZ 
were calculated using a two parameter Weibull function and 
fit with a straight line where the slope of the line is taken as 
the Weibull modulus. The characteristic strength is extracted 

F I G U R E  6  Samples post TRS tests from left to right MSZ, 
alumina, and YSZ

F I G U R E  7  Representative stress vs 
displacement curves for each specimen type

F I G U R E  8  SEM fracture images of TRS tested samples from left to right A, alumina, B, MSZ, C and D YSZ
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where the probability of failure (Pf ) is equal to 63.2%, which 
was found as 289 and 786 MPa for alumina and MSZ, re-
spectively, as shown in Figure 9. The YSZ data set was fit 
as a mixed Weibull plot with a two subpopulation, where the 
slope of each line is taken as the Weibull modulus for each 
subpopulation. The overall characteristic strength of YSZ 
was calculated as 814 MPa by taking the weighted average of 
the characteristic strengths for each subpopulation. Table 5 
lists the alumina, MSZ, and YSZ Weibull parameters, the av-
erage TRS for each sample type, and the proportion of each 
Weibull parameter for YSZ.

4.5 | Finite element modeling results

From experimental results for alumina, the average force 
registered at fracture was 340 N for a 1.50 mm sample and 
this value was used to calculate the uniform pressure over 
the loading- ball top surface area. From the simulation, it was 
determined that the maximum tensile biaxial stress occurs on 
the bottom of the disk indicated by the red area in Figure 10, 
with a value of 290  MPa. The experimental TRS for this 

sample was measured as 293 MPa which is in good agree-
ment with the FE model results.

The predicted stress values at the tensile surface along 
with the radial (�r) and tangential (�t) directions, represented 
in Figure 11, explain how these stresses change as a function 
of the radial length. �r and �t are equal at the center of the ten-
sile surface of the disk. As the radial distance increases, the 
difference between these two stresses also increases.33,34 In 
addition, a sharp decrease in the stress pattern on the tensile 
surface of the specimen is clearly indicated in the plot pro-
duced by the FE model. This is due to compressive stresses 
where the sample makes contact along the supporting ring 
and indicates that it will not be a failure point in the ball- on- 
ring test.21 The FE analysis was conducted for alumina, YSZ, 
and MSZ, and the results are given in Table 6.

5 |  DISCUSSION

The TRS and Weibull parameters found in this study are close 
to values published in the literature using various flexural 
strength test methods (ie, 3- point bending and piston- on- 3 

F I G U R E  9  The characteristic strength 
and Weibull modulus for alumina and MSZ 
were 289 and 786 MPa and 14.3 and 13.8, 
respectively. A mixed Weibull statistics 
plot determined the overall characteristic 
strength and Weibull modulus for YSZ at 
814 MPa and 22.2

T A B L E  5  Weibull parameters for the alumina, MSZ, and YSZ samples

Material
Average 
TRS (MPa)

Portion of 
Population (%)

Characteristic 
Strength [σ0] (MPa)

Weibull 
Modulus [m]

Regression 
Fit [ρ]

No. Test 
Samples

Alumina 279 – 289 14.3 0.98 35

MSZ 757 – 786 13.8 0.98 33

YSZ subpopulation 1 785 27.5 729 50.0 0.99 34

YSZ subpopulation 2 72.5 846 11.6

YSZ overall data set – 814 22.2
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balls). The ball- on- ring method used in this study uses simple 
right cylindrical specimens, which allows for the rapid fabri-
cation and testing of ceramic samples to perform a statistical 

analysis. In addition, this test method is less impacted by 
edge defects, which can play a significant role in fracture data 
obtained from bend bar samples. The ball- on- ring TRS test 
has several advantages over bend bar techniques; however, 
it is important to acknowledge sources of error and gaps in 
the ability to directly compare test data with the literature. 
Accordingly, compliance in the test fixture and mechanical 
test frame, surface and bulk defects introduced during sam-
ple preparation, and precise sample thickness measurements 
can all introduce sources of error. In addition, the majority 
of TRS tests performed in the literature do not address many 
of the factors that contribute to TRS, which makes a direct 
comparison difficult, including microstructure, density, im-
perfections, and flaw size distributions.

F I G U R E  1 0  A, Mesh distribution and 
B, maximum- principal stress distribution on 
the sample

(A)      

(B)

F I G U R E  1 1  Tangential (σt) and radial (σr) stress distribution 
at the bottom tensile surface of the sample disk, shown in the upper 
portion of the figure

T A B L E  6  FE modeling results and corresponding TRS values for 
alumina, MSZ, and YSZ samples with varying sample thickness

Material
Thickness 
(mm)

Load at 
Fracture 
(N)

Corresponding 
Experimental 
TRS (MPa)

FE Model 
TRS (MPa)

Alumina 1.50 340 293 289

1.51 334 279 277

1.48 309 267 279

YSZ 1.49 927 796 816

1.51 1,061 890 881

1.49 1,006 876 885

MSZ 1.51 995 839 824

1.49 895 779 774

1.50 1,050 891 894
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Alumina samples have been more extensively tested using 
bend bar techniques and the piston- on- 3 balls test method. 
Hence, relative to the partially stabilized zirconia samples, 
more data are available on TRS values for alumina samples. 
Alumina was used to investigate the validity of the ball- on- 
ring TRS fixture in the study. Ball- on- ring TRS tests for alu-
mina samples recorded a TRS as low as 36 MPa below the 
lower end of TRS values found in the literature. Given the 
possible sample variances (microstructure, density, etc.) from 
those in the literature, it is reasonable to expect some level 
of discrepancy. The characteristic strength is within 10% of 
the strength reported using Weibull statistics of 3- point bend 
bar tests of alumina, as published by L. Curkovic et al.10 In 
addition, the FE model also validated experimental results, 
with its TRS calculation being within 5% of the experimental 
characteristic strength (Table  6). Furthermore, microstruc-
ture, flaw size distributions, and other imperfections were not 
directly input into the FE model as it intrinsically considers 
those characteristics by using the experimental fracture load.

Ball- on- ring TRS tests of MSZ and YSZ resulted in TRS 
values within those found in the literature. The TRS values 
found in literature for MSZ and YSZ have a much wider span 
than that of Al2O3. In addition to microstructure, this can be 
partly attributed to differences in the concentration of Y2O3 
or MgO and impurities which can heavily impact the TRS 
of ceramic materials. For example, according to several nu-
merical studies on the effects of phase transitions in zirconia 
where the transition leads to volume expansion, the material 
can undergo transformation toughening which alters the sam-
ple strength.35- 37 Using chemical analysis (ie, XRD, EDS, 
and NDIR) the additive concentrations of both partially sta-
bilized zirconia samples, MSZ and YSZ (10 mol% MgO and 
2.5 mol% of Y2O3, respectively), were determined, as shown 
in Table 2.

The Weibull statistics analysis for alumina, MSZ, and YSZ 
provided Weibull parameters that agree with values found in 
the literature for engineered ceramics (Table 5). The charac-
teristic strengths were recorded as 289 MPa and 786 MPa, 
for alumina and MSZ, respectively, while the characteristic 
strength for the overall YSZ data set was determined to be 
814 MPa. A typical Weibull modulus for engineered ceram-
ics, such as the materials tested in this work, typically ranges 
from 10 to 20 or higher.8 The Weibull moduli for alumina and 
MSZ were determined as 14.3 and 13.8, respectively, and the 
Weibull parameter for the overall YSZ data set was calculated 
as 22.2. The shape and linear fit of the Weibull curve for alu-
mina and MSZ (Figure 9) indicates it can be well described 
by the two parameter Weibull distribution with the required 
number of samples tested, suggesting that this model is an 
appropriate evaluation tool for these samples. The plotted 
YSZ data set resulted in a slight knee shape which appeared 
as though it could be described by two separate Weibull 
curves (Figure 9). This indicated that that the data set was 

likely a mixed Weibull distribution with two distinct subpop-
ulations.38- 40 This was confirmed using a Weibull curve fit-
ting software.32 From other studies, one possible explanation 
for this two failure mode is the influence of volume versus 
surface flaws.41 However, to fully confirm this hypothesis, a 
fracture analysis would need to be performed on each tested 
sample to identify the fracture origin.

Overall, the fracture data for the alumina and MSZ plot-
ted using the classical two parameter Weibull distribution and 
the YSZ data plotted using a mixed Weibull distribution had 
a regression fit (ρ) of approximately 0.98, 0.98, and 0.99, re-
spectively. For these samples, a Weibull modulus was deter-
mined for each of the ceramics of 10- 25 and the characteristic 
strengths (σ0) were in good agreement with literature; which 
are good indications that the TRS test setup provides reliable 
data for these types of materials. FE modeling results also 
validate the MSZ and YSZ characteristic strength results with 
an average difference of <8% difference (Table 6).

In the limited number of samples examined, fracture due 
to edge defects was not observed but there is also not enough 
evidence to make any claims on where fractures originated. 
In this study, it was determined that alumina had a mixture of 
intergranular and transgranular fractures, which is commonly 
noted in high- density alumina.42 The mixture of intergranular 
and transgranular fractures appears to coincide with the tri-
modal microstructure observed in the alumina samples. From 
the SEM image Figure 8A, we found that the larger grains 
appear to fracture transgranularly while the smallest grains 
fracture intergranularly. The MSZ samples appeared to ex-
hibit a transgranular fracture mode, while YSZ samples have 
an intergranular fracture mode, as shown in SEM images B 
and C from Figure 8. In a report by Rice et al.,43 it was noted 
that intergranular fracture is dominant in fine grained sam-
ples, and although this fracture mode is typically associated 
with lower strength samples, it is also associated with a fine 
microstructure, which at lower temperatures means higher 
strengths. The characteristic strengths for the MSZ and YSZ 
samples are in line with fracture surface images where YSZ, 
with a finer microstructure, resulted in a higher TRS.

In summary, the above discussion ties together the experi-
mental and modeling results which indicate that the ball- on- ring 
TRS test fixture provides reliable TRS data. Reduced difficulty 
in sample fabrication for the test method increases the feasibil-
ity of obtaining test data of samples with varying characteris-
tics (ie, microstructure, chemistry, etc.) in shorter time frames. 
Finally, due to the ease of sample fabrication larger sample sets 
can be tested to obtain a statistically relevant analysis.

6 |  CONCLUSIONS

This study validates a ball- on- ring TRS test method using 
high purity alumina to obtain TRS and Weibull parameters. 
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In addition, a finite element model was used to validate ex-
perimental TRS results. The ball- on- ring TRS fixture was then 
used to obtain the TRS and Weibull parameters of MSZ and 
YSZ. FE modeling was used to further validate experimen-
tal results for both phases of the partially stabilized zirconia. 
Experimental TRS values and characteristic strengths gen-
erally agreed with the values found in the literature for each 
respective material. For all three material types, the Weibull 
modulus was determined to be between 10 and 25, which is 
a typical range for engineered ceramics. The fracture data for 
alumina and MSZ fit the two parameter Weibull distribution 
well. Although the YSZ fracture data required a mixed Weibull 
distribution with a two subpopulation, the resulting analysis 
had a good regression fit. The agreement between calculated 
Weibull parameters and the literature, along with well fit data, 
implies this type of statistical analysis is an appropriate evalu-
ation method for these data sets. Experimental data suggests 
that the ball- on- ring, TRS test method used in this study is a 
valid method to obtain the TRS of engineered ceramics.

Experimental TRS values, obtained from the ball- on- 
ring TRS fixture, were also compared with the model 
developed using the FE method. Results indicate that the 
maximum principal stress occurred in the tensile surface 
region of the ceramic disk enclosed by the loading ball, 
with the highest rate at the middle and decreasing steadily 
as the radius of the disk radius increases (Figure 11). The 
FE stress analysis and close agreement between experimen-
tal and modeling results further validate that the theoretical 
model used in this study is appropriate for the ball- on- ring 
fixture. In conclusion, due to the advantages of this ball- 
on- ring test method, it would be advantageous to use it in 
obtaining large volumes of fracture strength data of engi-
neered ceramics.
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